
Senior Interaction Designer at Chaotic Moon Studios (Austin, TX)
September 2014 – present
As a senior designer at a small design agency, I am heavily invested in the growth of our UX 
team. I regularly hold workshops to teach research methods and document best practic-
es. I learn best in collaborative environments, so I rely on my peers to bounce ideas off of, 
iterate on designs and explore new tools for protoyping and wireframeing. In addition, my 
resonsibilities include:
+ Producing client-facing decks to present UX and marketing strategies.
+ Developing and facilitating workshops to define feature requirements, document
   assumptions, and align stakeholder success metrics.
+ Creating polished design deliverables to communicate user requirements and features.

User Experience Strategist at The Advisory Board Company (Austin, TX)
June 2013 – September 2014
Working in healthcare means working with unknowns and constraints. In order to keep up 
with the quick-changing environment, I focused on refining my communication skills to 
effectively disseminate information to my product teams. 
+ Led product discovery intensives with internal stakeholders to determine various inter
   ests, goals, and KPIs. Use sessions to surface pain points and develop an aligned vision 
   for product road map.
+ Established framework for benchmarking product success by implementing tracking 
   metrics for product usability and learnability. 
+ Streamlined development cycle by redirecting deliverables to one source of truth for 
   product team.
+ Combined quantitative and qualitative research to formulate effective design decisions.

User Experience Architect at Dell (Round Rock, TX)
June 2012 – June 2013
I owe an immense amount to Dell’s design team; this tight-knit group of product owners 
and designers taught me how to effectively document design notes and practically collabo-
rate within an agile environment. While I was there, I had the privilege of helping create one 
of the first Windows 8 applications from the ground up, and served as a UX lead for our A/B 
testing team.
+ Collaborated with product team to define constraints, scope lock, use cases, and  
   requirements for Dell’s Windows 8 application.
+ Facilitated joint efforts for a historically segregated development and design team to 
   create shared understanding of end-user goals.
+ Regularly communicated with stakeholders across Asia and South America to create 
    culturally appropriate experiences for consumers.
+ Created a testing variant for log in function that lifted the success of user authentication 
   by 43%, increased conversion to sales by 48% and lifted Average Order Value by 7%. Vari-
   ants focused on word choice and microinteractions.

“Strategic Service Design On The Fly.” uxmag.com. Article 1422, April 8, 2015.
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“Design Implications: How Space Can Transform the Library and its Public.” 
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University of Michigan, M.S. Information Science, specialization in HCI
University of California, B.A. English, Ethnic Studies (double major)
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